New Products... Designed for the Vegetation Care Industry

Features of Baker Equipment Mfg. Co.'s (Richmond, Va.) fully hydraulic B-12 Spira-Matic Crane include: 6-ton capacity, 22'-foot reach, 32-foot sheave height, full 365° rotation, mounting on standard truck chassis and dual hydraulic system (one for crane, one for 15,000-lb. winch). Two self-locking A-frame outriggers extend and retract at 45° angles, offering spread of more than 12 feet, pin to pin, Baker reports. Side rollers and full-width support roller guide telescopic boom. "Wrap-around" gear teeth are securely meshed for even load distribution, says Baker. For added safety all cylinders have pilot-operated check valves. Rotational system features automatic side-pull relief to protect booms from lateral overloading. For more details circle (701) on reply card.

Motorola Communications & Electronics, Inc., Chicago, has added a 30-watt RF output model to its MOCOM-30 two-way radio line. The new FM mobile unit offers fully transistorized receiver and power supply. Audio output lets message be heard above background noises, says Motorola. PERMAKAY filter is sealed in plastic for protection against drift, aging and environmental conditions, Motorola reports. For more details circle (702) on reply card.

J. I. Case Co., Racine, Wis., offers its new Model 200 series "Performance King" compact tractors available in 10 hp (Model 220, shown at left) or 12 hp. Unit's sloping engine hood provides greater operator visibility, Case reports. Series 200 has matching Case-built rotary mower that cuts a 44" path. Case's compacts feature dual hydraulic no-shift drive system with "high" range (for light loads and over-the-road travel) and "low" for heavy loads. Full speed can be maintained in both high and low range, says Case. For more details circle (703) on reply card.
Vandermolen Co., North Caldwell, N. J. is marketing its new Dia-
dem spreader and Seeder Model K-600 featuring a 1500-lb.
capacity conical steel hopper. Centrifugal spinner spreads seed or
fertilizer in a 3 to 50-
foot swath. Coverage can be regulated from
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2500 lbs. per acre; spreader can cover 40 acres per hour with a tractor speed of 10 mph, says Vandermolen. Control full rear or one-sided spreading from tractor while driving. For more details circle (704) on reply card.

Its new all-brass Pop-Up Impulse Sprinkler defies breakdown and the need for replacement, says Turf Irrigation Corp., Commack, N.Y. Spray diameters can be regulated, plunger assembly can be taken out without need to remove housing from ground, Turf contends. Unit requires only shallow trenching because of its small size. For more details circle (705) on reply card.

Universal Metal Products Div., Leigh Products, Inc., Saranac, Mich., has a new 3½-
gal., stainless steel sprayer with 36"
hose, extension tube that swivels 360°, adjustable nozzle and carrying strap. For more details circle (707) on reply card.

Gravely Corp., Clemmons, N. C., now offers a riding-walking
Convertible tractor in 7.6, 10 or 12 horsepower. Features include all-gear drive, instant forward and reverse, rear engine for traction and short turning radius. Variety of attachments is available; pictured above is Gravely's new 12 hp Convertible with 50° front-mounted mower. For more details circle (706) on reply card.

Reinco, Inc., Plainfield, N. J., recently introduced a power reel for their Hydro Grassing Model HSJ-10WX. Reel supplies slurry of seed, fertilizer and lime; hydraulic agitation method lets single operator control spray, says Reinco. With the reel, 200 feet of hose can be attached for spraying hard-to-reach places. For more details circle (708) on reply card.

Victor Stanley, Inc.'s (Dunkirk, Md.) “Litter King” receptacle takes care of trash beautifully. Walnut-stained cypress wood slats and reinforced steel rings and struts withstand even extreme weather conditions, says Victor Stanley. Unit is dip-coated to prevent rust and rot and to maintain finish. Comes with 22-gal. plastic container. For more details circle (709) on reply card.